3. A Higher Order Formula. The formulas corresponding to (1) and (2) for an error of order A6 are as follows:
(16) yi = yo + A [9/(xo, yo) + Ufifiu Vi) ~ 5f(x2, y2*) + f(x3, y3*)] + 0(A«) (17) y2* = yo + -3 ifixo, yo) + 4/(x,, yi) +/(x2, y2*)] (18) y3* = 9yi -8y" -3A[/(x0, y0) + 2fixx, yt) -/(x2, y2*)].
These formulas are used to find yi as follows: a) Guess yi = y2*(x -A), y2* = y3*ix -A). b) Calculate improved values of y3*, y2*, yi in that order. c) Repeat from b) until yi has converged before proceeding to the next point. Note that no starter formulas are required since initially we may guess yo = yi = y2* = y3* and proceed from b) above. It has been pointed out by P. Wynn [1] that, if a function satisfies a second order differential equation, this fact may be used with advantage in the computation of its zeros. In his note he only pays attention to Richmonds formula which, incidentally, was already known to Schröder [2], We will elaborate his idea to construct another iteration formula.
Let/(x) be the function, the roots of which are to be computed. Let a be sucha root and let x be a first approximation. If the approximation is sufficiently close,
•or,
From (4) and (5) it follows that the iterative processes
are cubically convergent. Wynn's process gives
From equality (7) it is seen that the last term in the denominator may be left out without affecting the order of the iteration process.
For comparison we have calculated by aid of (7) Of course one iteration step amounts to using the development (4) or (5). If in such a case the required accuracy is almost, but not quite, obtained, application of (3) is preferable to taking a second iteration step.
In such a way we have calculated the zeros of P37 (cos <p). Using Smith's table [3] the zeros <pm were found in hundredths of a degree. Then new values for <pm were calculated by aid of (3) or (4) using the NBS tables [4] . In this way interpolation was avoided. We found The approximation in hundredths of a degree could have been obtained also by is tabulated and/"'(x) not or if the tables of/"(x) are more extensive than those of fn'ix).
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